


Select from each column below to find the name of 
your partner for the Chaos Cup!

Birth Month 
January: Midnight Hour
February: Gray Ruin’s
March: Rusted
April: Tempest’s
May: Gossamer’s
June: Dying Dusk
July: Yellow Bone
August: Pale Sun’s
September: Jester’s
October: Crimson Earth’s
November: Black Flame
December: Waning Moon’s
 

Favorite Color 
Red: Bane
Orange: Deep
Yellow: Glow
Green: Solstice
Blue: Revenge
Purple: Escape
Pink: Demise
Brown: Triumph
Silver: Beast
Gold: Wake
White: Ash
Black: Might

Congratulations are most certainly in order. You are 
now officially a rider of the Island, a protector of this 
land and the land across the sea. Somewhere in this 

chamber, there is an egg for you. An egg that appeared 
in this world when you did. A unicorn that’s been 

waiting thirteen years for you to arrive…



What Element Are You Allied To?

Find out your favored element on the next page!   

1. It’s the weekend! What are you up to?
       • A big party with lots of dancing
       • At home curled up with a really great book
       • Hanging out with your friends—they all look to you to plan something awesome
       • Hanging out with friends—whatever they have planned is fine with you
       • Spending time with a few close friends
 

2. What do you do if something goes wrong?
       • Stay calm—you love change and whatever it is, you can make it work
       • Panic a little on the inside—you don’t like when things don’t go according to plan
       • Lead a brainstorm and inspire other people to come up with ideas
       • Come up with an alternative plan
       • Do everything you can to get things back to the original plan
 

3. Your closest friends describe you as…
       • Risk-taking
       • Generous
       • Passionate
       • Forgiving
       • Secretive
 

4. You’re at an amusement park. You…
       • Anything that goes upside down—the scarier and faster the better
       •  Plan to go on whatever rides your friends are going on—the point is to hang out 

with your friends
       • Run straight for the roller coaster
       • Head for the log flume
       • Take on the haunted house



You Are Most Closely Allied To…

DESTINY IS CALLING… 
WILL YOU ANSWER?

Mostly Yellow Answers: You are allied to 
AIR! Air wielders are high-flying, changeable thrill-seekers. You 
stretch your wings and soar to new heights, though sometimes 
you forget to come back down to earth.

Mostly Green Answers: You are allied to 
EARTH! Earth wielders are grounded, generous friendship-
builders. Though you find comfort in stability, your bravery 
shines diamond-bright in times of adversity.

Mostly Red Answers: You are allied to FIRE! 
Fire wielders are passionate, volatile idea-sparkers. You ignite 
the imaginations of those around you, even if your temper tends 
to flare out of control.

Mostly Blue Answers: You are allied to 
WATER! Water wielders are forgiving, adaptable problem-
solvers. You’re never afraid to go with the flow but are more 
than happy to swim against the current when it’s the right 
thing to do.

Mostly White Answers: You are allied to  
SPIRIT! Spirit wielders are secretive, strong-willed soul-
searchers. You have courage and recklessness running through 
your veins, just as light and darkness battle in your heart.


